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Imagine being in one of the most successful boy bands of all time, New Edition; Then leave the

group to become one of the biggest pop stars in the world; Date some of the most world renown

celebrities, such as Janet Jackson and Madonna; Sleep with thousands of women and top it off by

marrying one of the world s greatest entertainers known, Whitney Houston! Thus, you have the life

of Bobby Brown. Now imagine selling millions of albums, winning Grammy s and other prestigious

awards, being on the VIP list of the president, politicians, and Kings and Queens alike only to watch

your fame, fortune, and finances destroyed due to a life of drugs, bad habits and bad press. Forced

to live his life under the public microscope, we ve seen the rise and fall of Bobby Brown. We ve

heard all of the negative stories regarding, jail sentences, domestic violence, assault, child support

issues, a public divorce, his infamous relationship with Karrine Supahead Steffans and more told by

the media. Now it s time to hear Bobby s story! Bobby Brown: The Truth, The Whole Truth and

Nothing But... sets the record straight, proving that there are two sides to every story. Responding to

a media that paints a negative depiction of his life. The Truth, The Whole Truth, and Nothing But...

takes you on an emotional journey as Bobby is fully exposed in this in depth story of his many

triumphs, trials and tribulations. Hear true confessions of drug addictions, a life threatening

overdose, the real reason he left New Edition and intimate stories of his relationship with Whitney

Houston. Filled with his experiences of love, hate, joy and pain, this book is sure to teach many

valuable lessons and the consequences of coping with the pressures of the whole world knowing

your name. These lessons reveal that the same fame that makes you can unfortunately break you.

This timeless piece shows how Bobby refused to let his future be affected by the mistakes of his

past. Through self-evaluation, close reflections, and spiritual guidance, he overcomes adversity.
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Derrick Handspike, the guy who sat with Bobby for countless hours over a year preparing this book

is also the author of the up coming book Power of Love: The Andre Rison Story That Remembers

The Late Lisa Left-Eye; Lopes due out 2012. He is the CEO of Down South Entertainment Empire

and EntertainmentRWe.com the website Where Future Stars Get Plugged in, and the Business

World of Entertainment Meets. Derrick resides in Atlanta, Georgia.

I suppose my expectations were higher and I expected more details. It wasn't as raw or transparent

as I expected. Tastefully written as to honor those mentioned in the book, but why mention certain

people that impacted or influenced your life and not share more detail? Specifically his relationship

with Janet, encounter with Madonna and Karyn.He mentioned infidelity throughout his marriage, did

not expand too much on at least how he was affected by Whitney's actions and who she was

allegedly seeing; no detail. Even in the earlier days of NE... the groupies...it was like reading a

magazine article. It felt very safe, more to the surface- no real depth. I don't feel like I've learned

anything much. I agree that he's really been dragged by media, friends and family members; and I

think that overall he's a great person. The book could have been told in his voice only; which I feel

would have been better. The way it was presented was of the writer's story of Bobby's life, the

writers opinion, and voice- l was definitely disappointed and felt dissatisfied. It really went flat

towards the last 3 chapters of the book. He assumed that we heard about "this, and that" in his life.

For instance, when his sister sold Whitney out to the tabloids and took pictures of the bathroom.

Well how about explaining what happened and how that made you feel and share how it affected

your relationship with your sister and wife? Also, while doing drugs and locking yourself up in a

room for days, or with Whitney staying at a friend's house; where was Bobbi Kristina? Who was

taking care of her? A lot of major things were not addressed- such as the crack houses, or drug

debts, his alleged kidnapping. Overall, I needed the rumors to be addressed; set the record

straight!I do commend Bobby for trying too tell his story, for being vulnerable and putting out this

book. I wish him peace and happiness.

I was disappointed, too short, and didn't feel like Bobby wrote it., maybe he had help. He did not tell

the whole truth, feel there was much more he left out.



I was one of those people who didn't know Bobby Brown and I judge him. But now I have a new

found respect for him. Bobby's drinking was something he had seen as a boy. Becoming a young

celebrity he was introduce to a fast life fill with sex, drugs and, alcohol. Being an young entertainer

expose to a real good time bought on habits that are fast to learned; and it seem near to impossible

break for most. With that anything was bound to happen in his life. What I loved most is he never

spoke badly about Whitney nor her family, and like a man if he was wrong he'd admitted to it. It

seem the media and some of those who held power positions didn't want him and Whitney together.

But I loved you together when it was good. Please help your daughter now, fight like the fighter in

you or the same thing is going to happen to her as her mother.

I'm a huge NE/Bobby Brown fan so I had to get this book. I wish there was more to the book. Also, a

couple of pics were mislabeled mainly 2 shots that were clearly Bobby performing at the Home

Again tour (I know cuz I was there and remember the stage set). So, that was sloppy on the author's

part. Other than that, good read!

God Awful. I do belive that Bobby told some of these stories but they should have just cancelled the

book. Awful.

Don't waste your money or time on this book. It was very generic. There were really no specific

incidents or insight. I am surprised that he attached his name to this book. Very disappointing.

I ready enjoyed this book. The only thing I hate is that Whitney did not get to write one of her own

life store.

I like how the author tied in actual statements and commentary from Bobby Brown. Nice job for a

short read.
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